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The Batteries Are Coming!

starting an automobile engine. Second, aircraft batteries have a role beyond that of engine cranking - during alternator or generator failure the battery should. 
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THE BATTERIES ARE COMING, THE BATTERIES ARE COMING!! (SPORT AVIATION for February 1993 carried an article wherein I wrote, ". .. the battery, your single most reliable source of power." I expected vociferous protests over that statement... you folks really are reading this stuff, right?) For many years, batteries have made flying something of a religious experience. I recall countless times when (after pulling an engine through by hand and applying what I hoped was proper prime) a small prayer was offered up just before hitting the starter button. Rental airplanes, being likely victims of poor pilot technique and band-aid maintenance, seemed to be most in need of blessings from above . . . History of batteries offered for aircraft shows that construction and technology have not changed much for 40 or 50 years! Yes, the case is a different color and there are some incremental improvements in construction but for the most part, the flooded-cell, lead-acid battery has changed very little. Compared to batteries we put in our cars, airplane batteries take some heavy hits. First, we make them smaller and lighter in spite of the fact that cranking an aircraft engine may be more difficult than starting an automobile engine. Second, aircraft batteries have a role beyond that of engine cranking - during alternator or generator failure the battery should keep essential electrical equipment operating. In an automobile, battery tasks are simply (1) crank the engine and (2) stabilize the alternator. This job is adequately performed by very tired batteries. Therefore, by the time we trade for a new car battery, the old battery's capacity is small compared to new battery capacity.



Exactly what constitutes essential equipment will vary amongst airplanes, pilots and missiosn (see previously mentioned article). Irrespective of your essential equipment list, one hopes a ship's battery will, unassisted by an alternator, operate these items for at least one hour and still contain enough snort to power up a landing light in a last few seconds before flare. Many an intrepid aviator whose prayers on the ramp were answered at preflight has muttered new prayers some time after launch when things electrical turned into ballast weights. Suppose a failure mode effects analysis of your missions considered together with personal skills and ship's equipment has shown that 90 JULY 1993



By BOB NUCKOLLS EAA 205021 The AeroElectric Connection 6936 Bainbridge Rd. Wichita, KS 67226-1008



electrical equipment is never needed for comfortable completion of any flight. If so, you may stop here and proceed to the next article. For the rest of you, know that there are some new products becoming available which improve on quality and longevity of batteries suited for aircraft. These are the batteries which prompted my earlier statement about battery reliability. Familiar flooded-cell batteries for aircraft have received a bit of a bum rap, albeit a small one: Most premature failures could be avoided with a proper maintenance. However, batteries are almost never located in an airplane with maintenance in mind. Weight and balance and/or utilization of available space often drives battery location decisions. Hence, the battery is frequently buried in the tail behind a bulkhead cover retained by at least two dozen screws! After removing the cover, you might have to lay on your belly and toil at arms length to work its attaching hardware. Then one has to lift the little lead "pig" out of a deep battery box. (I don't know about you but the older I get the less enthusiasm I have for crawling into tight places to do dirty jobs!) It's no wonder that batteries tend to be installed and ignored until the day they die. However, given all the benevolent thoughts I can muster, flooded-cell batteries still need constant attention, they drip nasty liquids, spew noxious fumes, corrode their wiring, and reside in battery boxes from which they are constantly attempting escape by eating their way out! Lead-acid battery technology offers a good energy to size, weight and cost ratios. Batteries utilizing other



get out. This technology is not really new in concept, some of the patents against them have expired already. They are relatively new to battery markets in general and quite new with respect to products suitable for engine cranking. Recall that few people are spending development dollars for what is perceived to be a dying market (single engine airplanes). Therefore, most immobilized electrolyte batteries on the market are not being developed for aircraft applications. Nonetheless, markets they were developed for had similar requirements for different reasons. Immobilized electrolyte technology allows mounting the battery in any position. Gravity or G forces cannot displace the liquid from its appointed position. Since there is no "excess" liquid, these batteries cannot leak even if the case is compromised. If abused in worse case scenarios, they vent dry gasses only. Therefore, the immobilized electrolyte battery requires no battery box; structural considerations are limited to simply holding the battery in place under all anticipated loads. Some of my subscribers report good experience with gel-cells. Gel-cells were a welcomed step forward in battery technology. They were certainly less messy than flooded-cell batteries. However, gel-cells have been known to leak. With respect to engine cranking, gel-cells do not compare well with either flooded-cell or immobilized electrolyte batteries. Gelcells are electrically more fragile than the immobilized electrolyte battery. When a gel-cell is subjected to slight overcharging, it vents part of its moisture out as disassociated gases. Once the moisture is gone, it cannot be replaced. The immobilized electrolyte device is very tolerant to bus voltages considered abusive to gelcells. Manufacturers recommend 14.4 to 14.6 volts for immobilized electrolyte versus 13.7 to 13.9 volts for gels. Liberated



gasses are rejoined by "recombinant techtechnologies offer better performance nologies" which I've not explored in but cost a whole lot more. The "new" detail. Suffice it to say that prospects for batteries are also lead-acid chemistry a long and satisfactory association with but the electrolyte is neither loose liquid an immobilized electrolyte battery are nor suspended in a "gel." The quite good. I recently participated in tests for qualifying an immobilized electrolyte very fine fiberglass mat. Surface tension battery for STC onto production airof the liquid keeps it completely con- c r a f t . In one test, immobilized tained in the mat. Were you to wring electrolyte and flooded-cell batteries out a mat with your fingers, you might were cold-soaked to minus 20 degrees get a few drops of liquid. Once the liq- F. Each battery was subjected to a 300 uid soaks into the mat, it is very hard to amp load for 30 seconds (about 3 times water/sulphuric-acid electrolyte is retained between plates of the battery by a



the time and 1.5 times the current required for an average cold s t a r t ) . It wasn't even a close race. At the END of 30 seconds, the immobilized electrolyte battery had a higher terminal voltage than the flooded-cell battery STARTED with! The internal impedance of the test battery was about .004 ohms compared to .009-.Oil ohms for the flooded-cell



battery. A gel-cell was not included in these tests because replacement of "certified" gel-cells was not part of the task. However, we do know that gel-cells generally do not deliver power better than a flooded-ccll battery at any temperature. If a gel-cell is performing well for



you, obviously no action is needed; your voltage regulator and utilization habits make the gel-cell suited to your needs. However, if you're selecting a battery for a h o m e b u i l t project, or you're looking to replace either a gel-cell or flooded-cell battery soon, consider the immobilized electrolyte devices. They are user f r i e n d l y , competitive in price and show a lot of promise for lasting 4-6 years in aircraft service. One word of caution, NO lead-acid battery stores well in a discharged state. The self-discharging rates of immobilized electrolyte products are phenomenally low but it is still not



zero. Long term storage (b'ke over a long winter or during a recovering job) should be accomplished by taking the battery out of the a i r p l a n e and keeping it in-



doors. Put a voltage regulated, trickle charger on the battery set for the manufacturer's recommended "long-term float voltage." At the time of this writing, the only



companies I'm aware of supplying immobilized electrolyte batteries for airplanes are Concorde Battery Corporation in California and B&C Specialty Products in Newton, KS. As more come on line, I'll bring them to your attention in future articles. In the meantime, contact either of the folks I've mentioned and watch the ads . .. the batteries are coming! Written coverage plus real-time consulting services by the author on this and otlier electrical systems topics arc available from the AeroElectric Connection, 6936 Bainbridge Rd., Wichita, KS 67226-1008. $42 USD buys all materials in print (13 chapters, lots of illustrations, 5 appendices, 200+ pages) plus one year's subscription to newsletters and the next issue of chapters on specific topics. Overseas subscribers add $20 USD for airmail postage. MasterCard and Visa are accepted. The author may be contacted directly at 516/685-8617 or Compusen>e 72770,552.
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